WE WANT TO TOUCH YOUR SOUL
AND MAKE YOU FEEL ALIVE.
WE WANT TO MAKE MUSIC SOUND
AS REAL AS ACOUSTICALLY POSSIBLE.
SO REAL YOU CAN ACTUALLY
FEEL IT WITH ALL YOUR BEING.
WE MAKE SPEAKERS FOR THE SOUL.

Discover yours.

For more information visit totemacoustic.com

Salon Son et Image 2012 Highlights
Suave Kajko
It is always a great opportunity to
mix a little business with pleasure.
This is especially true when business calls you to a wonderful city
like Montreal. Whatever you’re
into – food, entertainment, night
life, shopping – this city has it all.
And once a year, Montreal offers
the chance for audio enthusiasts and
industry types to experience many
of the latest audio products available in the market. 2012 marks the
25th anniversary of the Salon Son
et Image event and as with every
past edition provided us with the
opportunity to see and listen to lots
of new audio products. Covering an
audio show is no easy feat, considering the number of exhibitors and
hallways that were bustling with
visitors, but I did my best to visit as
many rooms as possible.
One of the larger rooms at the
show, shared by Bryston and Axiom
Audio, seemed as good as any for a
place to start. Bryston’s James Tanner was on hand and glad to explain
his new products to visitors. The
new B135 SST2 integrated amp
($4,300), which replaces the B100,
was one of the new products on display. It offers 135 watts per channel (8 ohms), three separate torodial
power supplies, seven inputs, a
pass-through feature is also available in addition to, one tape loop
and a pre-out/main-in feature. Also
on display was a prototype Bryston
speaker developed in collaboration
with Axiom Audio – Tanner said
it’s always been his dream to design
an active speaker. The prototype
speaker utilizes a three-way active
system (3 woofers, 2 mids and 2
tweeters) with an acoustic suspension design. Although the speakers
were not connected for auditioning
there was an outboard DSP-based
electronic crossover placed on a
stand between them, which may be
available as a separate component
in the future. Will we get to hear
this speaker at the 2012 TAVES in
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September? It would
sure be nice! Something
that you could listen
to however from Bryston was the brand new
BHA-1 balanced headphone amp ($1,295). A
couple of listening stations in the room gave
eager headphone listeners a chance to hear the
new amp with a variety
of music. The BHA-1 is a highly
versatile amp that can easily drive
the most demanding headphones
in the market (including balanced
models). Most of the other Bryston
components were also displayed in
the room. Elsewhere at the show, in
the Totem Acoustic room, visitors
were also given the chance to listen
to the new Bryston SP-3 Surround
Processor/Preamp.
On the Axiom Audio side of the
room was a brand new speaker called
the LFR1100 (LFR stands for Linear Field Radiating), the company’s
rst omni-directional speaker. This
new model, priced at $3,750, uses
no less than 11 drivers - 2 tweeters,
2 mids and 3 woofers in the front; as
well as 2 tweeters and 2 mids in the
back. The speaker has 3 chambers,
3 ports and was driven with 4 channels of Bryston amplication at the
show. To deal with its arrangement
of front and rear ring drivers Axiom utilizes a custom designed DSP
(included in the $3,750 price). Axiom recommends that these speakers
sit about 2 feet away from the back
wall for optimal performance. What
advantages does this speaker design
offer over a traditional design? It
promises a more natural soundstage
perspective with a better sense of
depth to individual instruments. A
static display lining the side wall of
the room displayed numerous other
Axiom speaker models (including
two recently released centre channels VP180 and VP160), each in a
different custom nish. Axiom offers a staggering number of nishes
to choose from and will even do a

colour match for you.
The second room I walked into at
the show was shared between Kimber Kable, System Audio loudspeakers and Oracle Audio. Kimbercan
has been the Canadian distributor of
Kimber Kable for a few years and
now the company is also making the
System Audio speaker brand available to the Canadian market. The
speakers playing in the room were
called the Ranger Master ($7,000/
pair), while a static display of other
System Audio speakers lined one
of the room’s walls. The electronics consisted of the Oracle Audio
Paris CD player, DAC and integrated amp. The Paris CD player and
DAC being demonstrated are actually a single new component which
can be ordered in various congurations, ranging between $3,250 and
$5,000. For example, the new component can be ordered as a DAC in
both un-balanced and balanced versions, and with or without the CD
transport. The entire system in this
room was of course wired up with
Kimber Kable Select cables. Kimbercan also showed its newly introduced HD 19e HDMI cable.
Walking into the Totem Acoustic
room this year felt like I walked into
a lounge – which was precisely the
idea. Totem always goes far beyond
what other companies do to dress its
room and this year was no exception. The combination of white
leather couches, plants and dimmed
lighting created a relaxed, laid back
atmosphere that’s cool enough for
younger souls but equally welcoming for all visitors. Further enhanc-
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ing the setting was a large projection screen
highlighting the Totem Element speakers
as well as the company’s Torrent driver
technology. Of course the main attraction in the room was a 5.2 channel Totem
speaker system consisting of the Element
Metal oorstanding models ($12,995/
pair), the Element Wood centre channel
($4,500), the Tribe V speakers ($2,750
each) in the rear and dual Tribe Sub subwoofers ($1,695 each). The purpose of
this year’s presentation was to show that
the elegance and lifestyle design of even
the largest Totem speakers allows them to
t comfortably into just about any environment. Cutting edge speaker design and
technology also means that Totem speakers offer some of the best sound available
today. I’m personally a huge fan of the
sonic signature of the Element series and
hope to set up a pair of the Metal models in my own listening room in the near
future. The electronics in the room were
courtesy of Bryston, while all of the pieces
of the system were wired up with Totem
cables. For those of you who don’t know,
Totem makes its own reasonably priced,

high quality power cords, interconnects
and speaker cables.
Goerner Communication, the distributor
of Audio Physic speakers, Trigon Audio
electronics, Acoustic Signature turntables
and Triactive audio racks and accessories, had a very nice room at the show this
year. In contrast to last year, when Goerner demonstrated many of its affordable
components, this year the company went
all out, bringing top-of-the-line components from each brand. The components
playing inside the room consisted of the
Acoustic Signature Ascona turntable with
an optional dedicated oor stand ($34,000
for the turntable, $12,000 for the stand),
Trigon Dialog preamp ($9,500 with three
modules), Trigon Chronolog digital music
server ($9,500) and Trigon Monolog mono
block amps ($9500 each). Something that
makes the Dialog preamp unique is its
modular architecture which allows the
manufacturer to build this component according to the needs of a customer’s system. The Chronolog is a highly versatile
music server which can playback CDs,
DVDs, as well as music from its built-

in solid-state hard disk, any plugged in
USB devices and even the home network.
It can also rip CDs to its hard disk. Finally, a video output allows it to connect
to any display device. The speakers used
were the agship Audio Physic Cardeas
(approx. $36,000/pair) featuring a gorgeous, one-of-a-kind custom nish. Goerner also had a second room at the show.
This room featured components including
the Acoustic Signature Storm turntable
($7,500), Trigon Advance phono preamp
($2,000), Trigon Chronolog music server,
Grandinote Shinai amp ($15,000) and Audio Physic Virgo 25 speakers ($14,000).
Grandinote is an electronics brand newly
distributed by Goerner in Canada.
Tri-cell Enterprises, a distributor of
many great audio brands, occupied three
rooms at the show this year. Its large exhibit room gave visitors the opportunity
to listen to two different systems. One
system consisted of the Acapella Violon
MK VI speakers ($44,000), Aesthetix
Atlas monoblock amps, Aesthetix Janus
preamp and the Clearaudio Innovation
Compact turntable – all placed on an HRS
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stand. On the digital source side,
there was a top-of-the-line Accustic
Arts Drive II disc transport and an
Accustic Arts Tube-DAC II. The
Acapella Violon MK VI speaker attracted a lot of attention because of
its out of the ordinary looks (thanks
to its big red horn) and engaging
sound. What makes this speaker
very unique is its ion tweeter – a
mass-less tweeter which doesn’t use
any moving parts. How does this
tweeter work? An electron current
that ows between two electrodes
energizes the air and creates high
frequencies. Acapella offers speaker models for all budgets, ranging
from about $6,000 all the way up
to $350,000. This rst system was
wired up with Onda Systems’ topight Riptide cables. The second
system had a Unison Research CD
player, Accustic Arts Amp II amp,
Aesthetix Janus preamp – all placed
on a new entry-level HRS stand.
During the show Tri-cell swapped
the speakers in this system giving
visitors the opportunity to listen to
a few different models from brands
including Opera, Vandersteen and
Chario. This system was hooked up
with the entry-level Onda Systems
cable line called Kyra. Both systems sounded great, although I must
say that the system with the Acapella speakers really won my heart.
In addition to the two systems being
demonstrated, the sides of the room
were lined with all sorts of products
from other brands distributed by
Tri-cell. Another prominent display
in the room showed the entire line
of Onda Systems cables new and
improved cables – a brand which
Tri-cell just added to the stable of
brands that it distributes in Canada.
Onda Systems offers ve levels of
cables at varying price ranges, suitable for all audio enthusiasts. The
company’s design goal was to produce truthful, organic, analog sounding cables so that they can improve
the performance of every audio system and judging from the sound in
this room they’ve accomplished just
that. In addition to all the products
shown in this room, Tri-cell had two
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other rooms at the show.
One demonstrated the
ASW speakers with Unison Research electronics
and Clearaudio turntables,
while the other played Joseph Audio speakers with
Brinkmann Audio electronics.
Liberty Trading, a distributor of many ne brands,
occupied the largest room
at the show. This year
the company re-launched
the Quad brand in Canada and introduced the KingRex and April
Music brands. Some of the numerous brands shown in the room were
Roksan, Brik Audio, Mastersound,
Target HiFi and Gutwire Cables.
For those who brought their wallets,
there were also plenty of items for
purchase right in this room, ranging
from a wide variety of accessories
to hundreds of audiophile CDs and
records. In fact, Liberty Trading
offered just about every turntable
setup/calibration tool and recordcare accessory you could imagine.
One of the systems on demonstration that appeared to attract a lot of
attention offered the Quad Reference ESL-2905 electrostatic speakers ($15,000) and electronics from
the Quad Elite line-up: QMP mono
power amps ($4,000/pair), CDS
CD player ($1,250) and the Stereo
amp ($13,000 approx.). The second
Quad system consisted of the Reference ESL-2805 electrostatic speakers ($12,000), the Elite QSP power
amp ($1,995), the Pre preamp
and the CDP CD player ($1,600).
Other new products from Quad included the Platinum series and the
23L and 25L speakers. The cables
used throughout the systems in this
room were primarily from Gutwire.
Nabil Akhrass, the president of Liberty Trading, told me that he’s looking forward to offering some of the
same products and demonstrations
at TAVES later this year.
Plurison is one of the biggest
Canadian distributors and does an
outstanding job of promoting its
suite of brands. The brands that

Plursion focused on at this year’s
show included Naim, Devialet and
Focal. Naim was demonstrated in a
two room suite – one room offered
the opportunity to listen to a full
Naim system, while the other contained a static display of the various
Naim Uniti components. Inside the
listening room, Plurison was demonstrating numerous Naim audio
components including its latest topof-the-range NDS Network Player
($13,000) for the rst time in North
America. The audio quality of this
new player combined with the Naim
Ovator S-600 speakers was superb
in every aspect. Inside the static
display room, Plurison showed the
upgraded versions of the UnitiQute
and NaimUniti components. Both
components have been upgraded
from 24-bit/96kHz to 24-bit/192kHz
streaming, wireless connectivity was
upgraded from Wireless G to N and
now offer ALAC / Apple Lossless
compatibility (up to 24-bit/96kHz).
All UnitiQute and NaimUniti components sold now already have these
upgrades installed, while owners of
previous versions can upgrade their
components for $400. This hardware upgrade can be performed by
a Naim dealer or Plurison. The SuperUniti, which was rst revealed at
last year’s TAVES, also already has
all of these upgrades. Another component on display was the recently
released ND5 XS Network Player,
an entry-level streaming component. This component allows you
to stream audio from a UPnP server
(wired or wirlessly), listen to internet radio, play music from your
iPod, iPhone, iPad or USB storage,
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and listen to conventional digital audio
sources. Finally, Plurison also revealed
a new entry-level XP5 XS power supply
($3,000) at the show.
But this was not the only Plurison room
at the show – the company also occupied a
large room on the bottom level. This room
concentrated on the Focal and Devialet
brands. Again, there was a full system set
up in this room that visitors could enjoy as
well as a number of static displays. I had
my rst opportunity to listen to the Focal/
Devialet combination at the 2011 TAVES
but couldn’t resist spending a few minutes
listening to the system here. When you
combine one of the best speakers in the
world with a luxurious amplier the result
is pure musical bliss. Although the system
on demonstration was a little too rich for
most pockets, Plurison did show many of
the much more affordable Focal speakers,
which use many of the same technologies,
in a static display. There was also a static
display which showed the sophisticated
insides of the Devialet amplier.

I’m always delighted to see Nordost at
shows because I’m familiar with the quality of the demonstrations that the company
offers to its attendees. If you’re ever at
an audio show at which Nordost is present you should denitely check out one
of its demo sessions. This year Nordost
launched the Norse Series 2 cables at
the show. In one demonstration, visitors got a chance to listen to the system
in the room with the previous series of
power, interconnect and speaker cables
in place. Then, the same music selection
was played with the new series of cables
in the system. Similarly, in another demonstration, Nordost demonstrated the benets of using the various models of Sort
Kones in an audio system. Check out Phil
Gold’s review of the Sort Kones in the latter pages of this issue – it’s pretty amazing
just how much of an improvement these
devices can provide in a system. Finally,
Nordost also demonstrated the newly released Quantum QRT Qv2 AC Line Harmonizers. These devices plug directly

into the AC line and introduce a calculated
range of pulsed frequencies, clocked from
the original 50 or 60Hz waveform. The
Qv2 is capable of lowering the noise oor,
increasing the image depth, dimensionality and presence.
Navigating through the various rooms
of an audio show is a very exciting task
because you never know what new products and brands you might discover. One
thing is for sure, every year I stumble
upon something very cool on the show
oor. But all good things must come to
an end and as the show wrapped up on
Sunday, my feet were glad to nally get
some rest. Next stop? The Toronto Audio
Video Entertainment Show (TAVES) this
September of course! For more info about
TAVES, please visit www.taveshow.com.
A signicantly expanded version of this article (with many pictures), as well as Part
2, can be found online at www.canadahi.
com in the Features section, under “Audio
Video Show Coverage”.

Bits & Bytes - Digital Music Demystied
An Introduction to Digital Music Playback

George de Sa
In the beginning, there was only
live music. By 1877 Thomas Edison recorded a vocal rendition
of “Mary Had A Little Lamb” on
his phonograph and in time came
analogue recordings on vinyl and
tape. Today, we live in a digital
world and though the last few years
have shown a small resurgence of
music on vinyl, digital formats are
by far the dominant method for music storage and playback. In fact,
digital music le downloads have
far surpassed sales of any physical
music medium, spawning a plethora of digital le formats and audio
products, which continue to evolve
rapidly.
For me and many other audio enthusiasts, there seems to be a greater
understanding and comfort with
optical-disc based music media
such as CD, SACD, DVD-Audio,
Blu-ray Audio etc.; they just seem
to be…well…more physical, less
techy and less frequent to change.
However it’s hard to ignore the
benets associated with a non-disc
based digital music system. With
the right components in place, a
digital music playback system is
capable of true high-delity sound,
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allows access to your entire music identical to the originally created
library without ever looking for or digital music le. The two most
changing a disc and lets you add popular formats are AIFF (AIF) and
new albums or songs to your library WAV. AIFF (Audio Interchange File
in just seconds, by purchasing them Format) was developed by Apple.
online. Combine these benets with WAV (Waveform Audio File Fora sleek colour, touch screen remote mat) was developed by Microsoft.
or an iPhone/iPad/iPod touch and Both AIF and WAV formats can
you’ll end up with a modern digital contain metadata (album art, artist,
song, etc.), though few software apmusic system.
Before we can start considering plications can retain metadata assothe different digital music play- ciated with the WAV format. Durback alternatives, we need to begin ing playback, the playback software
by understanding a little about the opens the AIF / WAV container and
more prevalent digital music for- accesses the PCM music data and
metadata.
mats that currently exist.
Digital Music Formats
The lion’s share of digital music is in
the form of PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) or LPCM (Linear PCM)
audio data; however, to make labelling, cataloguing and basic organization of PCM data possible, le
formats were created. Formats are
like digital containers for the music
data, they provide form around the
raw PCM music data. Today, many
formats have been created but there
are three main types: uncompressed,
lossless compressed and lossy compressed.
Uncompressed
Uncompressed PCM is bit-for-bit

Lossless Compressed
Lossless music les use a format
container and a compression algorithm program that is referred to
as a codec. The codec serves to
compress the PCM data by only removing redundant and predictable
data. Popular lossless formats /
codecs include ALAC (Apple Lossless Audio Codec), FLAC (Free
Lossless Audio Codec) and WMA
(Windows Media Audio) Lossless.
For all intensive purposes, lossless
formats maintain both the integrity,
and quality of the original uncompressed le. Lossless is a hi-delity
format.
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bits&bytes
Lossy Compressed
The CD format conforms to a 44.1
Lossy music also involves a for- kHz sampling rate. All things held
mat container and codec but in this equal, the higher the sampling rate,
case, the compression involves a the closer the data points lie and the
removal of some of the actual PCM greater the likeness to the original
music data and its permanent loss. analogue sound-wave.
The data removed from the le is
substantial with the end result be- Bits & Bytes
ing a signicantly smaller data le, A bit is a binary digit and eight bits
while maintaining a level of qual- make a byte. Bit rate is a measure
ity intended to satisfy the average of digital data transmission and is
listener. Popular lossy formats in- typically expressed in bits-per-secclude: AAC, WMA lossy and MP3. ond (bps) or bytes-per-second (Bps).
No lossy format would or should be The higher this rate, the higher the
considered a hi-delity format.
data transfer. You can think of a bit
as only a little bit of a byte (1/8th).
With the various formats covered, Digital music les can also have
we can now dive into some other stated bit lengths, which are usually
aspects of digital music, namely multiples of 8 – for example16-bit
sample rates, bits and bytes.
or 24-bit. The higher the bit length,
the better.

Sample Rates, Bits & Bytes
The resolution of uncompressed
and compressed lossless music les
Sample Rates
Sound-waves are a continuous ana- is generally quoted as: bit length (in
logue wave. On the other hand, a bits) / sampling rate. For example,
digital sound recording is comprised the CD standard would be: 16-bit
of a set of digital data points. These / 44.1 kHz. This could be transdata points are the result of a process lated into a bit rate of: 16 X 2 (2ch
known as sampling that involves stereo) x 44,100 Hz (cycles-pertaking rapid, successive; however, second) = 1,411,200 bps or 1,411.2
non-continuous measurements of kbps. Notice, the CD bit rate is 4.4
the original analogue sound-wave. times greater than the highest posThe end result is a digital facsimile sible MP3 lossy bit rate of 320kbps,
of the original analogue sound- clearly illustrating the fact that
wave. Sampling is measured in MP3 is not a hi-delity format. On
cycles-per-second or Hertz (Hz) the other side, it’s worth noting that
or kilo-Hertz (kHz) with the most hi-resolution (hi-res) les are those
common sampling rates being 44.1 with a greater resolution than the
kHz, 48 kHz, 96 kHz and 192 kHz. CD standard of 16-bit / 44.1 kHz.
When downloading music,
using
sites
such
as
iTunes,
Napster, HD
Tracks
or
iTrax or when
ripping CDs
to your music
collection, to
make hi-delity possible
you want to
This diagram illustrates the difference between an anaensure
your
log signal and digital signals sampled at two different
download or
sampling rates.
rip is uncom-
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pressed or lossless. If you must
compromise with lossy, then wherever possible, choose the highest
bit rate, like 320 kbps, to get better
sound quality.

Digital File Playback
Portable Music Player or
an iPhone/iPod
Playing digital music through your
stereo can be as simple as connecting a portable music player, such
as an iPhone/iPod, to your stereo
system - typically to the receiver,
pre-amplier or integrated amplier. You can use the player’s headphone jack with a Y-adapter cable
that has a headphone plug on one
end and a stereo pair of RCA plugs
on the other. The digital music les
and the playback interface reside on
the portable music player, so playing music is as simple as hitting the
‘play’ button on your player. However, sound quality will be poor,
since in this case we are relying on
the portable player’s internal digital-to-analogue converter (DAC)
which is of very poor quality. Plus
storage capacity is limited to that
of the portable device – not good
especially when it comes to higher
quality lossless music les that are
of considerable size.
A way to get better performance
is to tap into the digital output of
the portable player and connect it to
your stereo via a digital Toslink or
SPDIF coaxial connection. A step
up is to use an external DAC between the portable music player and
your stereo system. However, not
many portable players have a digital output. This is where docking
stations that can access the digital
output of an iPhone/iPod can provide a solution. Such docking stations convert the digital output from
the iPhone/iPod into a Toslink optical or SPDIF coaxial digital output
that can then be connected to your
stereo system or an external DAC.
Examples of such docking stations
for the iPhone/iPod are the Wadia
171i Transport or Cambridge Audio
iD100 Digital Dock. Using this lat-
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ter method, performance would only be
examples being DLNA and Apple AirPlay
limited by the music le quality and the Media Receivers or Streamers
but we won’t get into these in this article.
DAC. Get this right and you’ll have a hi- A more exible option is to transmit the We also need to note that some media reand hi-rez capable system. Another simi- digital music stored on your computer ceivers, often termed as full-function or
lar option is to use your iPhone/iPod with or even a compatible Network Attached all-in-one, may provide a number of other
an integrated amplier that has a built in Storage (NAS) hard drive to your stereo features such as on-board storage, CD
docking station that accesses the device’s system via your home network. To use drives for playback and ripping, internet
digital output, such as the Peachtree iNo- this option you will need a device that con- radio tuners and in some cases integrated
va Amplier. Some audio/video receivers nects to your stereo system and can access ampliers like in the case of the Naim
also have a USB input compatible with your home network; such devices are usu- Uniti and UnitiQute.
the iPhone/iPod such as the Onkyo TX- ally called media receivers or streamers.
NR818. The main drawbacks of this are Media receivers connect to your network Media Players
the portable devices’ limited storage capa- (wirelessly or via Ethernet cable) and can Media players are essentially a media
bilities and user interface.
stream music les from your computer or receiver without the ability to connect to
NAS hard drive via a network connection. a network and stream digital les from
Computer or Laptop
These devices are connected to your ste- remote storage devices. Media players
Your computer or laptop (PC/Mac) can be reo via either a standard stereo RCA cable either have integrated storage or require
easily used as a digital music player. As connection or via a digital cable (Toslink plug-in storage, such as a portable hard
with the portable music player, a head- / SPDIF). For the digital connection, as drive or USB ash memory drive. Media
phone output could be used but with the discussed earlier, you would need a digital players have potentially less issues with
same limitations mentioned above. Again, input on your stereo system or an external data transmission and may offer more
the better method is to use a digital out- DAC. In some cases, software may need consistent and higher performance. Along
put (Toslink or SPDIF) on the computer’s to be loaded onto your computer to use with some specialized and dedicated mesoundcard to connect to the stereo system the media receiver. Three such devices dia players, some audio-video receivers
or a separate DAC. Not all soundcards are the Logitech Squeezebox Touch, the also t into this category, where they have
have a digital output, so you could replace Apple TV and the Sonos Connect with USB inputs that can browse the contents
the soundcard or use the computer’s USB Bridge. Media servers will have different of a connected USB hard drive or thumb
output with a USB-capable DAC (such as features, capabilities, compatibilities and drive. A couple examples of media playthe Alpha Design Labs GT-40) or an inte- performance parameters. For instance, ers are the Bryston BDP-1 digital player
grated amplier which offers a USB input the Logitech Squeezebox can handle all or the Marantz SR7005 AVR.
(like the Magnum Dynalab MD 309). Be popular le types and resolutions but will
sure to investigate the USB connection only output to a maximum resolution of Is this everything there is to know about
capabilities such as the sample/bit rate, 24-bit/96 kHz, while the Apple TV can’t digital music playback? Hardly, but these
as they tend to vary between components. handle FLAC formatted les and is re- are the key fundamentals. Hopefully,
A computer provides the convenience of stricted to a maximum output resolution with this information you can be better
music storage on its hard drive and allows of 16-bit/44.1 kHz. In terms of control equipped to explore digital music solueasy playback of digital les with software interfaces, the Squeezebox has its own tions further. If after reading this article,
such as iTunes, Songbird, Foobar2000 or built-in touch screen but the Apple TV you at least thought, “…oh, there’s more
Windows Media Player. Quality is limited and the Sonos will need to be controlled to digital music than MP3…” then I’ll
by the type of connection, the DAC and with a laptop or an iPhone/iPod/iPad. In consider my job done. Look out for other
the quality of the music le. The main a number of cases you can use your own articles on this topic as we continue to exdrawback of using a computer or laptop library software such as iTunes. There plore the digital audio realm in future isfor music playback is nding a place for it also exist some non-essential but helpful sues of CANADA HiFi. In the meantime,
near the stereo – and noisy computer fans technologies and protocols that can make happy listening!
don’t help.
compatibility and connections simpler,

Bryston’s BDP-1 well regarded digital player
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Building a Dream Basement Home Theatre
A Reader’s Passion and Creativity Comes Together

Suave Kajko
Going to the movie theatre has been
a popular entertainment activity for
decades. After all, there’s a lot of
fun to be had when watching a good
lm on a giant screen, accompanied
by life-sized sound. But the advent
of big screen TVs and surround
home technologies has changed the
way many of us enjoy movies. Today many of us prefer to wait until
movies get released on Blu-ray disc
so that we can enjoy them in the
comfort of our own home theatre.
Chris, a dedicated movie buff, is
one of the many readers of CANADA HiFi who has long had a dream
to build a custom home theatre.
Some two years ago when Chris
bought a new house in Brampton,
Ontario he decided to turn his dream
into a reality. He built his basement
home theatre room entirely by himself, having no prior construction
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experience. What’s more is that – some that we’ve never heard of
Chris decided to share the story of before. Although Chris now has a
his home theatre build with us in wonderful home theatre in his basegreat detail on the CANADA HiFi ment, he assured me that he and his
forum at www.canadahi.com/fo- wife are still keen movie goers.
So where does one begin a project
rum. But what really inspired us
to share his story with you in this of such a scale? You have to have a
issue were a few unique concepts plan of course. Chris began with a
that Chris integrated in his design free software called Google Sketch-
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featuredsystem
Right (x-ray rendering): Chris
used free Google SketchUp software to design the layout of his
home theatre. Note that his front
left/right speakers, the centre
channel and the subwoofer are
located behind an acoustically
transparent screen.

Left: Another rendering of the same angle shows the home theatre
layout in a non x-ray version (the original rendering is in colour).
Up to design the layout of his 12 by 30
foot room. He quickly learned how to use
the software thanks to a few online video
tutorials. The renderings above, generated by Google SketchUp, show 3D versions of both the x-ray and solid versions
of the home theatre layout.
With the renderings done, Chris started
by building a custom rack to house all of
his AV gear, which ts comfortably under the staircase leading to the basement
in the adjoining room. Although his rack
contains all the latest video sources including a Blu-ray player, a high denition
cable box and three video gaming systems,
Chris made sure there was also enough
space for the good old VCR. The Google
SketchUp picture on this page shows ve
speakers and a subwoofer but in the end
Chris expanded the system to 7.1 channels by adding two speakers at the back
of the room. His speakers of choice were
the Atlantic Technology System 450e
THX. To simplify audio/video playback
and lighting controls, Chris looks to his
programmed Philips Pronto TSU-9400
touchscreen remote. Check out the side
bar on this page to see a detailed list of the
components in Chris’ AV rack.
Next came the building of the big stuff.
This included the construction of a new
basement wall, the framing for the screen,
a decorative stage in front of the screen
and the risers for the seats. Chris installed
no less than three rows of triple home
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theatre seats – each seat has its own cup
holder and a powered recliner feature. Before installing drywall, Chris also ran the
wiring for the surround and rear speakers,
new wall sconces, pot lights, outlets and
light switches. He admitted that this was
the most challenging and time consuming
part of the project, as he didn’t have any
previous experience with framing, drywall or electrical work. Nevertheless, he
got it all done and nished it off by laying
down a red carpet and painting the walls

in a matching colour.
With all the major construction components out of the way, it was time to tackle
the custom 130 inch screen (2.35:1 aspect
ratio). And believe me when I say ‘custom’
I mean custom. First, Chris constructed a
screen frame about two feet from the back
wall. This allowed him to place the front
left and right speakers, the centre channel
and the subwoofer behind the screen. The
frame was then outtted with an acoustically transparent screen material. Now

Components in Chris’ Home Theatre:
• AV Receiver – Pioneer Elite SC-07
• Speakers - Atlantic Technology System 450e THX
• Front Left and Right – 451e LR THX
• Centre – 453e C THX
• Side Surrounds – 454e SR THX
• Subwoofer – 452e PBM THX
• Rear Surrounds – IWCB-52
• Blu-ray Player – Pioneer Elite BPD-05FD
• Cable PVR – Scientic Atlanta Explorer 8300HD
• Video Processor – DVDO Edge
• Projector – Panasonic PT-AE4000U
• CD Player – Sony CDP-CE245
• VCR – Panasonic PV-9662
• Game System – Nintendo Wii
• Game System – Xbox 360
• Game System – Playstation 3
• Remote Control – Philips Pronto TSU-9400
• RF Remote Extender – Philips RFX-9400
• Lighting Control - Insteon
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here comes the unique, custom part
– instead of framing the screen with a
xed black mask, Chris decided that
he’d like the black mask to be adjustable at the push of a button, so that the
screen can match the aspect ratio of
any lm. Accomplishing this proved
to be a little tricky and took Chris a
few failed attempts. The end product
was a mechanical solution which combines an electric motor, roller tubes,
pulleys, wire and a black, acoustically
transparent material. And to top it all
off and provide a truly authentic movie
theatre feel, Chris installed a few carefully positioned spotlights behind the
screen. So with the lights off in the
room Chris can wow his viewers by
showing them the speakers behind the Spot lights positioned behind the screen allow Chris to show the speakers behind the
screen, just like at the IMAX theatre! screen to the audience in his home theatre.
I thoroughly appreciate all of the eledoor handle up and hence opens the door. Plans”. Who knows? Reading this thread
ments of Chris’ home theatre but the
one that takes the cake for me is the se- A large castor concealed at the bottom of may be just the inspiration you need to
cret bookcase entrance door, inspired by the bookcase helps it slide smoothly when build your own home theatre!
the movie “Clue” and 80’s sitcom “Web- opening and closing. Now that’s somester”. Since this is a secret door, there is thing!
Share your system with us!
It was a great opportunity to see Chris’
no handle – instead you tilt a book toward
you to open the door. As with the screen, nished creation and as you might imagWould you like to see your 2-channel
Chris had to get creative to get this one to ine Chris put on a little demonstration for
or HT system featured in the CANAwork but with a little ingenuity anything me by ring up one of his favourite lms,
DA HiFi magazine? Please post picis possible. The bookcase itself acts as a “Apollo 13”. Although I didn’t spend
tures of your system on the CANADA
door and has a standard door handle con- enough time in his HT to do a full-edged
HiFi forum at www.canadahi.com/
cealed inside it. When you tilt the book evaluation, both the sound and the video
forum as we’ll be picking more sys(attached to a metal bracket), it pulls the were excellent and resulted in an immertems to appear in upcoming issues!
sive movie watching experience. I
tip my hat to Chris’ creativity
and efforts – the results are
nothing shy of remarkable.
To see his project from start
to nish, please go to www.
canadahi.com/forum
and
click on “Member Galleries –
Home Theatre” and then “Big
Left: Call him crazy, but Chris
has always dreamed of a secret
bookcase door. Building his
own custom home theatre allowed his to nally realize this
dream!
Right: It’s not a proper home
theatre without plenty of storage space for movies, music
and video games. Chris’ media
storage shelf is neatly integrated into the wall at the back
of his home theatre.
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Rega RP3 Turntable

Giovanni Militano
Just a little over three years ago I joined
the CANADA HiFi contributor team and
my rst assignment was a review of the
then new Rega P1 turntable which was
published in the February/March 2009 issue. I enjoyed the P1 turntable so much
that I purchased one for myself and that
rekindled an old love affair with my vinyl
collection. Since that turntable review I
have grown my collection of LPs, purchased record brushes, a record cleaner,
a cartridge upgrade, a stylus force gauge
and an antistatic gun. While the above
additions have brought upon some small
improvements to my analog setup, I’ve really been itching to try out a higher quality
turntable to extract even more detail and
warmth from my LPs. While the Rega
RP1 has come to market as a replacement
for the P1, I was interested in auditioning
the new RP3 model which replaces the
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creased stiffness between the tonearm and
popular P3-24 model.
Although the RP3 is a new model num- the main bearing where the increased riber it is not a new design, but rather a gidity is required most. The RP3 comes
design that has been evolving for more with a new tonearm, the RB303 which is
than 30 years now. The evolution of the hand assembled and features a more rigid
RP3 goes back to the Rega Planar 3 which arm with better weight distribution that
debuted in 1978 and continued on as the results in better resonance control. The
iconic P3 and more recently the P3-24 cartridge mount has also been improved
turntable. In many ways the RP3 table and allows for a three-screw arrangement
looks pretty much like previous genera- which I nd makes it much easier to align
tions maintaining the simple and function- the cartridge. Further renements have
al design that has worked so well. The been made to the lightweight plinth by
product literature indicates that Rega has reducing the weight while maintaining
upgraded the RP3 turntable in a number rigidity of the plinth. This unique plinth
of areas which include a new tonearm, a design was pioneered by Rega and is connew double brace and an improved light- structed using a very lightweight particuweight plinth. The largest improvement late core which is coated with a very rigid
over the previous turntable models is the phenolic resin skin. This rigid lightweight
addition of a double strengthening brace plinth design limits energy absorption and
which is constructed from a hard pheno- unwanted resonances which can induce
lic resin and used between the tonearm unnatural distortions to the music. High
mounting and the main hub bearing. This quality parts are used throughout the RP3
“Double Brace Technology” provides in- - including a precision manufactured main
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ROME WASN’T
BUILT IN A DAY.
NEITHER WAS
PARADIGM.
It took time to build Paradigm. We started out
small but now have Dealers in every corner of
the world. Our success is built on thirty years of
providing more for less: more research, more
design, more technology, more sound.
Monitor Series 7 is a classic example. Now in
its seventh iteration, each new generation is an
opportunity for refinement: design innovations
from our higher-priced reference lineups,
reference-quality component parts, referencequallty cabinets, even finishes! When it comes
to value, it doesn’t get better than Series 7.

To learn more visit www.paradigm.com.

From left to right: Monitor 7, Atom Monitor, Monitor 11, Monitor 9, Mini Monitor

MONITOR SERIES 7
Monitor Surround 1 and Surround 3

Monitor Center 1 and Center 3

VOTED #1 BEST PRICE/VALUE* TWENTY-ONE TIMES
*Inside Track Dealer Survey. An annual independent nationwide survey of consumer
electronics specialist retailers and custom installers.
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Unlike the colosseum, we can’t promise Series 7
will still be around in two thousand years, but
we can promise it will play louder, plumb deeper,
look smarter and sound better than any other
speaker lineup in its price range.
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bearing and a low noise 24V motor that and set the tracking force. The instruc- Fielder and the Boson Pops playing the
is hand tuned to further reduce vibration. tions outline how to setup the tonearm music of Paul Simon [1972 Polydor] I was
The suspension is comprised of three sol- and set the tracking force using a visual really impressed with how well the Rega
id rubber feet and like any record player method and the pressure dials on the tone- RP3 (equipped with the Elys 2 cartridge)
will sound best with a dedicated support arm. In the past I have found that pressure handled the occasional clicks and pops by
platform which is not coupled to a exible dials on tonearms are often not very ac- seemingly pushing them off into the back.
oor and located as far away from speak- curate so for peace of mind my preference
For those who like to tweak and further
ers as possible.
is to use a scale in order to accurately set improve their turntables, Rega offers a
The Rega RP3 was shipped to me from the tracking force. I used a simple and number of different upgrades for the RP3.
Canadian distributor Plurison inside an inexpensive balance pivot scale made by When purchasing the turntable there are
oversized double box with plenty of air Ortofon which retails for about $15. The three cartridge options. If you already
cushioned packing material. Inside the simple pivot scale works ok, but a more have a great cartridge, the RP3 can be purshipping box was the thick Rega cardboard accurate and modern approach to set the chased without any cartridge for $1,095.
box which contained the turntable. The tracking force would be to use a digital There are two moving magnet cartridges
outside of the box identies the turntable stylus gauge which typically costs about available from Rega, the Elys 2 for $300
model, colour of the plinth and the serial $100. Getting the tracking force set prop- and for those looking for even highernumber. The demonstration unit came in erly is important as too much force could quality the Rega Exact for $595. Both the
a white nish. Before one unpacks the result in excessive wear on your records Elys 2 and Exact cartridges are handmade.
turntable, I suggest taking a few moments and the stylus and too little force may re- Additional upgrades include a Drive Belt
to observe the turntable packaging guide sult in reduced sonic performance. Now upgrade ($60), and the TT PSU electronic
which is printed on the side of the box as that you have taken the time to properly speed changer and power supply ($395).
this will help with unpacking the delicate setup the turntable you are ready to sit The TT PSU offers a lower noise oor,
turntable. It is also a good idea to hang on back and enjoy your favorite LPs.
better speed control and also the ability
to the Rega cardboard box as this will be
For the sonic evaluation of the RP3 my to change the speed of the turntable withthe safest way to package and safely trans- listening setup consisted of a NAD C162 out having to lift the platter and move the
port the turntable in the future. The rst preamplifer, a pair of OddWatt Audio drive belt to a different pulley wheel.
turntable unit that was shipped out to us KT88 push-pull monoblock ampliers
Overall I found the RP3 to be a signifor review had been improperly packaged and Dallas rear-loaded horn speakers with cant sonic improvement over entry-level
and as a result the centre hub had fallen Fostex FE206E drivers. I used a number turntables like the P1 and at triple the
out of place allowing the inner bearing of different records that I am familiar with cost one should expect such an improveand lubricant to escape. Unfortunately that ranged from pop and rock albums to ment. The biggest improvements came at
this required that the turntable be returned symphony music. Like the other Rega the frequency extremes (bass and highs)
to the distributor to ensure that the unit turntables I have heard, I found that the which allowed the RP3 to deliver a well
was in proper working order prior to con- RP3 delivered a rich lively sound that re- balanced sound that was engaging and
ducting the review. The initial setup of ally engages the listener with the music. one that can be listened to for hours on
the turntable is very simple. Start by at- By far the biggest improvements that I end without the onset of fatigue. For the
taching the drive belt from the centre hub noticed over my entry-level P1 turntable price the Rega RP3 delivers good value
to the drive pulley. There are two wheels were in the bass regions which had a bet- and is a logical upgrade to any entry-level
on the drive pulley, the small pulley wheel ter weight and resulted in a much more turntable. With the upgraded tonearm and
sets the speed to 33-1/3 RPM while the balanced overall sound. While listen- new double brace mounting the RP3 will
large pulley wheel will set the speed at 45 ing to some of my favorite albums, the also appeal to long-time owners of earlier
RPM. The glass platter simply drops onto self-titled Tracy Chapman [1988 Elektra/ P3 models.
the centre hub and the felt mat is placed on Asylum] and Kraftwerk – The Man Maquickinfo
the platter. The turntable comes with an chine [1978 Capitol, HQ re-issue] I heard
acrylic dust cover which easily drops into a rmer low-end with additional texture.
the hinge brackets at the rear of the plinth. Through the RP3 the music had a fast and
Rega Research Limited
Next you need to setup the tonearm which lively pace with good detail and dynamics.
www.rega.co.uk
is somewhat more involved. Steps outlin- With Supertramp – Crisis? What Crisis?
ing setup of the tonearm are contained in [1975 A&M, Audiophile Series re-issue]
Distributed in Canada by Plurison
the one page (double sided) instructions I found that the high-end response was
www.plurison.com
that are provided with the turntable. This extended, detailed and free of any graini1-866-271-5689
review unit was shipped with an installed ness which can be quite common on entryRega Elys 2 cartridge. To conrm that the level turntables. Personally I nd surface
Rega RP3 Turntable
cartridge was properly tted I checked the noise to be very distracting and because I
Price: $1,095 CAD (without caralignment using the supplied alignment enjoy a lot of music with quiet passages
tridge); add $300 for Rega Elys 2 or
protractor, and no adjustments were neces- it is important to me that unwanted and
$595 for Rega Exact cartridge
sary. The next step is to setup the tonearm background noise is low. With Arthur
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✓ Yes, it's intuitive with user-friendly menus;
✓ Yes, ARC is included with every MRX.
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Nordost Sort Kones
Phil Gold
Your hard earned money goes out the door
and in return a ne set of audio components settles on your equipment rack, with
the promise of audio bliss. It doesn’t always work that way. Why not?
The great enemy of high delity reproduction is vibration. We all understand this
when it comes to turntables, where oating suspension systems, enormous mass
and magnetic bearings are just some of the
approaches taken to reduce the effect of
vibration. We must worry about vibrations
coming from the components themselves
(their motors, power supplies and so on)
as well as the sound born vibrations coming from the speakers and even footfalls
on oorboards. A whole industry has developed around this problem, and some of
the solutions offered can be quite exotic,
technologically advanced and expensive.
Today, we’re going to look at Sort Kones,
a range of cone shaped objects from US
cable manufacturer Nordost. You might
ask yourself what has cable manufacturing to do with vibration control. There’s a
simple answer to that. Pass energy though
a conductor and that will induce mechanical vibration into the conducting strands
themselves, a factor all cable manufacturers must deal with.
Sort Kones take a different approach
from other vibration control devices. Nordost believes that the most dangerous vibrations are those that originate inside the
components. Transformers, power supply
capacitors, DACs, transistors and tubes
all produce vibrations, and these vibrations occur just where the delicate signal
ows. Ideally we would provide a path
to remove all these vibrations from the
equipment. Rather than isolating the components from the rack, which is the approach taken most commonly, Sort Kones
provide a direct path to remove vibrations
from the components and route them into
the supporting rack, shelf or oor. If we
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can channel the vibrations created within
What’s in a name?
the components away from the other delicate electrical circuitry inside the components, we allow them to perform optimally.
Sort? Sort means Black in Danish, reThat’s the plan, in simple terms. How does
ferring to the nature of the background
it work in practice?
noise the elimination of vibration
Sort Kones are designed to support your
seeks to achieve.
components at three or more points inKone? Kone is not the Danish for
stead of the feet that come standard. You
Cone – that would be Kegle. In Swedput them, at side down, underneath the
ish it’s Kon and that’s close enough for
component as close as possible to the
me.
power supplies and motors inside the box.
Nordost? Scandinavian for North
You will need to know where these parts
East. An American cable manufacturer
are so look for pictures on the internet of
founded by Joe Reynolds and located
your amp, DAC or CD player with the lid
in the North East corner of the U.S.A.
off, or ask the manufacturer. You could
also work by trial and error or by feel but
the research effort is the best way. Nor- tions. The components are all very hard.
dost provides a detailed installation guide Nordost offers four Sort Kone models,
and we include a link here if you are in- each built out of different materials. In asterested.
cending order of price, they are:
www.nordost.com/default/downloads/ AS – aluminum post and base combined
SortKoneInstructions.pdf
with a hardened steel coupling ball. $79.99
Let’s take a look inside a Sort Kone (be- each
low).
You can see three distinct pieces inside
the shell – a post, a base and a ball which
couples the post to the ball. There is no
soft material here to cushion the vibra-

AC – aluminum post and base in combination with an upgraded Si3N4 ceramic ball.
$99.99 each
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BC – bronze post and base elements
combined with a ceramic coupling ball.
$164.99 each

TC – titanium post and base in combination with the ceramic coupling ball.
$424.99 each

The post is in direct contact with the
vibrating case of the component and channels that vibration to the base through the
ball. The base dissipates that energy into
the rack or platform below. Why not use
just a single solid cone? Well a solid cone
would transfer vibrations in both directions, while this more complex arrangement is designed to act as a diode, passing
vibrations only in the downward direction.
As you move up the range of Sort Kones,
the materials used have a higher efciency
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to conduct vibrational energy along their you may run into an issue I had with my
length – in short, they are more rigid.
CD player with three Titanium Kones in
So much for the theory. What do my ears a particular conguration. Although the
tell me?
sound through the speakers certainly imI started by elevating just proved, the disc drive produced increased
the CD player (EMM Labs levels of mechanical noise, perhaps a reXDS1) and preamp (EMM sult of the tighter coupling to the shelf.
Labs Pre2) onto the Sort
The performance of the least expensive
Kones. With the AS model AS model, good though it is, is so far exI could immediately hear a ceeded by the slightly more costly AC
brighter, clearer and more model that I recommend you skip the AS
dynamic sound, but noticed model altogether. For most of us, it’s beno improvement in the bass tween the AC and the BC models. The AC
region or image depth. The will cost you from around $1000 to cover
AC model was a big im- three components, and you can and should
provement over this, offering compare its effectiveness against any upa more rened and musical grade to cables or components you could
sound accompanied by a get for the same outlay. The BC model is a
lower noise oor. Any brash- big step up both in price and performance
ness disappeared. The BC and represents the sweet spot in the range
model took this a good deal for the serious audiophile. It will really
further, giving greater delica- help you get the best out of your existing
cy and higher resolution, par- system. For those with high end ambiticularly in the bass. The TC model served tions, there’s no question the Titanium TC
also to prolong the decay of harmonics af- Sort Kone is a superb offering and may
ter the plucked note, and delivered higher be worth the extra cash, but now you are
dynamics all around.
talking somewhere in the $4000 range or
Summoning up all my strength higher (for three components).
to lift the enormous ModWright If the price is a deterrent you can always
KWA 150 SE power amp onto buy a single set now, 3 or 4 Sort Kones,
Sort Kones, I was rewarded and support your digital source. It will
with a further improvement in give you the chance to try it under each
dynamics and a richer tonal pal- of your other components in turn to see
ette. Extended listening to the which should be targeted next.
TC model on the superb SACD
In short, this is a thoroughly thought
sampler MAonSA revealed a out and well executed range of vibration
greater presence to the piano control devices. If you have the additional
tone, faster reexes all round clearance needed on your equipment shelf
and a more spacious image, re- to accommodate the 2.25 inch height of
sulting in a major upgrade to the Sort Kones, they can make a signithe sense of live musicians in cant improvement to the sound, and unlike
the room. Acoustic guitar was some other tweaks, they don’t rely on horendered with greater warmth, cus pocus or the placebo effect to pull off
a longer sustain, a silent back- that trick.
ground and a palpable sense of
ease. The music seemed to play slower, alquickinfo
lowing all the detail to emerge with great
clarity. Deep bass was rmer and more
tuneful, and there always seemed to be
Nordost
power in reserve. Long runs on the piano
www.nordost.com
showed a superbly even and colourful
(508) 893-0100 or 1 -800-836-2750
tone top to bottom.
Your results will probably be different
Nordost Sort Kones
from mine so you’ll want to try these at
Price: $79.99 (AS model), $99.99
home before deciding. In some cases you
(AC model), $164.99 (BC model),
may nd a less expensive Sort Kone does
$424.99 (TC model)
a better job on a particlaur component, or
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Cambridge Audio Azur 751BD Upsampling
Blu-ray Universal Player

Suave Kajko
The Cambridge Audio Azur 751BD is an
evolution of the company’s highly successful 650BD universal Blu-ray player, a
well-rounded machine that we’ve been using as a reference player in the CANADA
HiFi lab since it rst came out. Technology advances rapidly and the 751BD player
shows Cambridge Audio’s commitment
to providing all the latest technology and
features available today in its audio video
gear.
The 751BD retails for $1,249 and offers a perfect upgrade for those looking to
step up the performance from a run of the
mill Blu-ray player and expand the playback capabilities of their home theatre
system. Visually, the 751BD is a clean,
simple looking component, yet it offers
remarkable exibility when it comes to
media playback. Its disc drawer will accept virtually every type of disc format
available today including 2D/3D Blu-ray,
DVD-Video, CD, HDCD, SACD, DVDAudio and even discs loaded with digital
les. Dual USB inputs will allow you to
play a multitude of digital video les including AVI, MKV, XviD, as well as lossless FLAC and WAV music les.
Under the hood, the 751BD is loaded
with advanced audio and video technologies. This player offers not one but two
HDMI 1.4 outputs. This allows the player
to connect to a TV and projector simulta-
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neously. It also allows owners of older AV
receivers which are not compatible with
3D video, to connect one output to the AV
receiver for audio while sending video
from the second HDMI output directly to
the display. The primary HDMI output
uses a Marvell QDEO video scaler with
motion adaptive noise reduction which
promises to produce quiet and natural
video, free from noise and artifacts. This
Marvell scaler also up-scales standard
DVDs to 1080p resolution. The secondary HDMI output on the other hand uses a
simpler Mediatek MTK8530 decoder. As
you would expect the 751BD offers all of
the latest audio decoders including those
for Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master
Audio. These formats can be decoded internally or sent as bitstreams via HDMI to
a compatible AV receiver which can then
in turn decode them. The 751BD does not
offer any streaming capabilities from your
home network or online video services
like some of the other Blu-ray players
on the market today, but that’s ne with
me – I don’t ever use any of these features
anyway. I would much rather use a player
that performs well and offers a smaller set
of features over a player with a mediocre
performance that’s packed with features.
But its video capabilities are only half
of the story. It’s no secret that this player
shares a very similar platform to an Oppo
disc player, however what really sets the
751BD apart from the Oppo player and

other competition are its strengths in the
audio section. At its heart is a large, meticulously designed audio circuit board
which contains ve Wolfson WM8740
24-bit/192kHz digital to analogue converters. Also on-board is Anagram Technologies’ Q5 192 kHz technology capable
of up-sampling the digital data stream up
to 384 kHz, thereby enhancing audio clarity, richness and dynamic range of audio.
Carefully planned audio circuits allow the
751BD to achieve audiophile playback
performance.
A quick look at the rear panel of the
player reveals that it is one of the best
equipped players in the market when it
comes to connectivity. On the video side
you’ll nd dual HDMI and component
video outputs. Audio can be output in the
digital domain via HDMI, optical or coaxial and in the analog domain via 7.1 channel RCA or stereo RCA jacks. USB and
e-Sata inputs allow for connecting ash
memory and hard drives. The Ethernet
jack enables this BD Prole 2.0 player to
connect to the Internet to provide onlinebased Blu-ray content and features (such
as BD-Live and BonusView) and rmware updates. For those who don’t have
an Ethernet outlet in their home theatre,
Cambridge Audio provides a wireless
dongle in the box.
Although externally the 751BD looks
nearly exactly the same as the 650BD,
it does employ a new chassis which has
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been acoustically dampened to reduce leniaOne I was listening to. Flipping the air between the instruments as well as a
external vibrations. The 751BD’s robust Anthem receiver into the Anthem Logic great width and depth to the soundstage.
audio section requires a hefty power sup- Music mode (multi-channel) enveloped From the gentle notes of the ute to the
ply and hence contributes greatly to the 11 me with sound and the clapping of the au- deep tones of the double bass, the musical
pound (5 kg) weight of this player.
dience made me feel as if I was listening presentation was passionate and organic.
The included remote is virtually ex- to a live performance. I’ve never been a I was very pleased that the 751BD didn’t
actly the same as the one provided with big fan of non-discrete surround modes exhibit any digital artifacts in its playthe 650BD player. Although it feels nice but the Anthem Logic Music seems to back but rather played very uidly. This
in your hand, its buttons are all the same strike all the right notes – it really does is without question the best sounding orshape and size and hence impossible to lo- provide the next best thing to a real multi- chestral surround disc I’ve heard to date
cate without searching for them with your channel recording. When it came to vo- – a must have for classical music fans.
eyes (as opposed to locating them by feel). cals, the 751BD once again demonstrated
Following the audio sessions, I switched
It also lacks the much desired backlight its audio roots. When listening to Ala- tracks to the video side. Like most current
making it a challenge to operate in a dark- nis Morissette’s “MTV Unplugged” the Blu-ray players, the 751BD is very quick
ened room.
751BD recreated the small venue, live at loading Blu-ray discs, even those with
Since the 751BD is touted as a highly ca- audience atmosphere very effectively in elaborate Java menus. I didn’t experience
pable music player, I started my review by my room. Morissette’s dynamic voice problems loading any disc during the time
listening to music discs in various formats and all its subtleties made for a very en- this player spent at my house.
including CD, SACD and DVD-Audio. joyable listening session. Johnny Cash’s
The up-conversion of standard DVDs
To perform a thorough evaluation I used “American IV: The Man Comes Around” is becoming increasingly less important
the 751BD in two different home theatre raised the bar in terms of the quality of the since most lms are now available on Blusystems during the review – one included recording and allowed the 751BD to de- ray however those who like to revisit titles
the Anthem MRX 500 AV receiver and liver an additional level of detail. As men- from their DVD libraries will be rewarded
the Paradigm Reference MilleniaOne tioned earlier, the 751BD offers Anagram with some of the nest up-conversion
5.1 speakers, the other consisted of the Technologies’ Q5 up-sampling which available today thanks to this player’s
Pioneer Elite SC-07 AV receiver, KEF offers three lter settings: Linear Phase, Marvell QDEO video processor. All of
iQ speakers with an Axiom Audio EP500 Minimum Phase and Steep (much like the the DVD scenes that I watched offered a
subwoofer. While I used the main HDMI company’s DACMagic DAC). Switching noticeably improved, sharper image with
output of the player most of the time, I did between the three settings proved that the good details.
also try its analog audio outputs. When differences in sound are very subtle – but
Moving forward with the video evaluusing the analog outputs, the high quality some audio enthusiasts will denitely ap- ation, I watched several Blu-ray movies
DACs inside the 751BD perform the digi- preciate playing around with this function. with the 751BD, including “Unstoppable”,
tal to analog conversion and hence will be
After listening to numerous other CDs, “Gran Torino”, “Star Trek” and “Brides
the preferred connection choice for those I switched gears and listened to some Maids”. I also watched two 3D Blu-ray
with AV receivers that have lesser quality SACDs and DVD-Audio discs. Some lms - “Meet the Robinsons” and “Tron:
DACs built-in (or for owners of AV re- of these included Dire Straits “Brothers Legacy”.
ceivers that have no HDMI inputs). Since in Arms”, Pink Floyd “Dark Side of the
While watching “Unstoppable”, a lm
both the AV receivers I used have high Moon” and a couple of Nine Inch Nails inspired by a true story of a runaway
quality DACs on-board the difference in albums. At the same time I moved the train, the 751BD offered crisp, intellisound performance between HDMI and 751BD to the system with the Pioneer gible voices complemented by a clean,
analog connections was minimal.
receiver and KEF/Axiom speakers. One highly detailed instrumental soundtrack.
I stared by listening to the Eagles “Hell of the high rez albums that stood out was The powerful roar of diesel train engines
Freezes Over” (K2HD Mastering, Japan) the Flute Mystery by Fred Jonny Berg (2L, sounded realistic, as did the click-clack of
album on CD. This well recorded album available as a two disc SACD and Blu-ray the train travelling along the track. With
sounded so good that I closed my eyes audio-only pair), an album I learned about the volume turned up I often felt as if I
and got completely lost in the music. The thanks to the members of the CANADA was standing right next to a real train track.
acoustic and electric guitars in “Learn to HiFi forum. The moment I began listen- Overall, the 751BD offered a dynamic,
be still” and “Hotel California” played ing to this album it transformed my room immersive, amazingly detailed audio prewith delicacy, details and richness. The into a sonically magical, fantasy land. The sentation. The video from this player was
751BD delivered detailed, crisp highs surround mix of this performance is just equally as impressive. Helicopter shots
without any digital harshness. The bass wonderful, with carefully chosen instru- perfectly recreated the gloomy surroundreached great depths and offered proper ments directed to the surround channels. ings of the Stanton train curve in Southern
articulation. The midrange played with Rather than sounding gimmicky, this sur- Pennsylvania. The aged homes and infullness and the soundstage offered a round experience raised my enjoyment dustrial buildings displayed very good dewidth and depth that could easily make to a truly higher level. The 751BD did tails even though the camera was panning
some listeners think that they are listen- a phenomenal job of playing this album briskly. The locomotive’s paint job was
ing to much larger speakers then the Mil- given its complexity. There was plenty of a stark contrast to its surroundings – its
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colours were well saturated and popped
nicely off the screen. During dark scenes,
the 751BD squeezed every bit of detail out
of the 1080p picture. As a result character
faces displayed incredible detail, with true
to life skin colour and saturation.
The rst time I watched “Meet the Robinsons” on 3D Blu-ray it instantly became
one of my favourite computer animated
movies. The futuristic landscapes and
character designs lend themselves naturally to the 3D experience. The 751BD
produced a rst-class 3D picture that was
sharp, detailed and free of image crosstalk.
The fact that this movie has a very clean
3D picture to begin with helps greatly of
course.
“Tron: Legacy” on 3D Blu-ray was an
even greater treat. Not only does this lm

offer spectacular 3D imagery, it also contains an amazing sounding, almost mesmerizing soundtrack. The 3D picture was
once again awless, offering a believable,
gradual depth. At times, parts of the picture leapt off the screen but without ever
looking gimmicky. Daft Punk’s soundtrack greatly enhances the Tron experience and the 751BD had no trouble handling any of the sonic dynamics.
I could continue talking about this
player’s audio and video performance
with various other media that I tested it
with – but I think you get the idea. The
Cambridge Audio Azur 751BD is an extremely capable playback machine. From
2-channel music CDs to multi-channel,
high rez SACDs and Blu-rays this player
sailed through my barrage of tests with

ying colours. Given its exibility, performance and build quality the 751BD is
worth every penny of its $1,249 price. I
don’t hesitate to say – just go and pick one
up!

quickinfo
Cambridge Audio
www.cambridgeaudio.com
Distributed in Canada by Plurison
www.plurison.com
1-866-271-5689
Cambridge Audio Azur 751BD
Blu-ray Universal Player
Price: $1,249 CAD
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ELAC FS 247 Loudspeakers
George de Sa
When you think of Germany, you may
think of marzipan, ne chocolates or perhaps luxury sports automobiles. Yes, all
these top-quality products are made in
Germany but this list would not be complete without adding hi-end audio products, including loudspeakers. German
hi-end audio product companies include
such names as Burmester, MBL, Audio
Physic and Canton but yet another company worth noting is known simply by a
four-letter word… ELAC. Interestingly
enough, Elac is not an acronym, as you
might mistakenly rst assume but rather
an abbreviation of the company’s full
name, which is Electroacustic.
ELAC is a loudspeaker company based
out of Kiel, in northern Germany, with
roots going back to 1926 when Dr. Hecht,
Gerhard Schmidt, and Dr. Rudolph founded the company. Beginning with underwater sound technology the company
eventually moved into turntables and
between 1948 and 1981, Elac became a
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leading producer of turntables. In 1984
Elac began building loudspeakers, which
the company has exclusively focused on
since it stopped making turntables in 1981
and phono cartridges in 1997. Elac, true
to its in-sourcing philosophy, not only
designs, manufactures and assembles
loudspeakers in-house but many of the
component parts right down to magnets
for the drivers.
This brings us to the Elac FS 247 loudspeaker ($3,450/pair), the smallest tower
design in the 240 Series and the subject of
this review. The courier literally dropped
the boxes from upright onto their sides before thumping them down in the foyer of
my house. Thankfully, upon opening the
boxes, I found that they had come away
unscathed - kudos to well engineered
packaging. Inside of each speaker box
were some thoughtful accessories including a set of oor spikes and rubberized
oor cups, a pair of white gloves, a blue
microber polishing cloth and the ELAC
Jet Dispersion Control (JET DC), which
is a pair of bagel shaped foam rings and
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mounting clips.
The review set came in ELAC’s black
high gloss nish. I was originally looking for a natural wood veneer to satisfy
my preference of traditional aesthetics
but was sad to nd out that Elac had recently ceased production of their wood
veneers, leaving only two options - black
or white high gloss lacquer. On a happier
note, the laquer was very well executed
and the FS 247’s build quality was excellent; putting forth a clean and purposeful
posterior, reminiscent of a pair of nely
groomed, pure-bred Doberman Pinschers.
The silver of the tweeter and aluminum
faceted twin mid-bass drivers, along with
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the chromed pedestal legs, against the coil that allows greater speed and efblack gloss of the cabinet, was urbane ciency than conventional dome tweeters.
with a dash of panache. The review pair Rather than moving forward and back
was awless, speaking to a high-level of like a dome tweeter, the ribbon squeezes
workmanship and quality control. It was air out of the folds, in an accordion-like
obvious that Elac takes pride in the locale fashion. The unique JET / AMT tweeter
of manufacture, as each speaker’s tweet- design is claimed to produce less distorer bafe hosted a prominent sticker of a tion and therefore, improved smoothness,
German ag bearing the caption: “ELAC transparency, detail and extension. Also
Made in Germany”.
noteworthy are the Crystal AS-XR or
The FS 247 is a 3-driver, 2.5-way (450 Crystal Membrane Aluminum Sandwich
/ 2500 Hz crossover points), twin ported eXtended Range drivers. These drivers
bass-reex tower design with a nominal have a distinctive multi-faceted, diamondimpendence of 4 ohms. It offers a sen- like appearance; the stamped form is pursitivity of 89 dB, 30 to 50,000 Hz (IEC ported to considerably stiffen the cone
268-5) frequency range and 120 watt con- and reduce distortion. The cone is actutinuous / 160 watt ally a sandwich of the aluminum cone and
peak power rat- a paper backing, bonded using a “secret”
ing. The cabinet gluing method. The voice coil is joined
has an internally not only at the neck of the paper cone but
braced MDF con- also to the bottom of the aluminum cone,
struction with an which allegedly expands the operational
upper rear port frequency range by almost one full ocas well as a lower tave.
port that exhausts
But enough background, you’re probfrom the bottom ably wondering what they sound like.
of the cabinet, be- Well, I began by hooking them up as L/R
tween the pedes- channels in my home-theatre setup, which
tal legs and base. is powered by an Onkyo TX-SR805 reA
removable ceiver. There they were given over 300
foam rubber bass hours before I began to critically evalucontrol plug is ate them. In my HT setup the FS 247’s
installed in each brought an impressive level of intelligibilspeaker, sealing ity to speech and great clarity to low-level
the rear port for details, producing a lucid cinema expetuned bass. On rience. I watched broadcast television,
the mid-back is a DVD, Blu-ray and even streamed movies
twin pair of clear via Netix. My rst impression was that
plastic shrouded the FS 247’s were wonderfully detailed
gold-plated ve- and natural sounding, which are great
way
binding qualities for home theatre applications. It
posts and shroud- was also nice to discover that they could
perform so well powered simply by an AV
ed jumpers.
The FS 247 uses receiver, though my Onkyo 805 has quite
Elac proprietary a robust power supply and is 4 ohm cadrivers – a single pable. This left me wondering what a full
Heil/AMT design ELAC home-theatre setup might bring to
JET tweeter and a the table.
pair of 150 mm /
Now, it was time to get serious by plug5.9 inch Crystal ging these pups into my two channel kit.
AS-XR mid-bass Mated to my Bryston 4B-SST2 amplier,
drivers. The JET BP6 pre-amplier and Rega Apollo CDP,
tweeter is con- it was time to see what these Dobermans
structed from a could do. I began a session with somecontinuous single thing light, Sarah Harmer’s album “All of
folded
ribbon Our Names”. Sarah is a Canadian artist
membrane and with a sweet and simple voice that com-
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plements her folk rock music. The song
“Pendulums” brought forth an impression
of the singer sitting just right of centre
with a guitar strumming just fore of her
voice. There was delicacy in the guitar,
and cymbals were light, airy and smooth,
with a taut kick drum. Her girlish and
sweet voice was clear, with inections
easily heard. The bass guitar was dened
and controlled. Skipping to track three,
“Greeting Card Aisle”, the lead acoustic guitar that opens was brought forth
with lifelike string detail. Finger plucking on the guitar strings and the natural
resonances of the guitar body were easily
perceptible. Gentle piano keys took their
own space in a moderate sized soundstage, reective of an intimate venue. An
eerie synthesizer oated a little higher in
the soundscape and Sarah’s voice came
across as natural, though melancholy, betting the song.
Next was Chris Botti’s album “To Love
Again”. Chis had his start as Sting’s trumpeter and is now an accomplished topselling jazz artist. The song “What Are
You Doing With the Rest of Your Life” is
sung by Sting. Here I was presented with
a rather immense soundstage, both deep
and wide. Sting’s voice was presented as
distinctive, clear and authentic. The natural warmth in this recording came through
just slightly lean of how I’m used to hearing it and the trumpet was put forth in a
wonderful manner with great extension,
and wonderful harmonics. It was nice to
nd the trumpet represented so smoothly,
carrying no glare or harshness whatsoever.
The reverb on the track was nicely apparent. Bells sounded crystalline, brushes on
drums were very detailed and the conga
drums sounded lifelike. Skipping to the
last track “Smile”, Steven Tyler’s throaty
voice was clearly identiable. Bass on
this track came across with depth but not
as low as it is capable of being portrayed.
The soundstage was expansive once
again.
One of my favourite CDs for evaluation is, “La Bamba” by the O-Zone Percussion Group. This is an extremely well
mastered disc and one of my references
for transient response, timing, soundstage,
dynamics and tonal accuracy. It contains creative percussion interpretations
of some familiar jazz tunes. I jumped to
track 10, “Jazz Variants”. Here again, the
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FS 247’s produced a nice layered soundstage with great instrument localization
and placement. Instruments were brought
across with their unique timbres allowing them to be easily identiable. With
bells, chimes, xylophone and vibraphone
their harmonics and natural decay were
brilliant, preserving their intrinsic qualities. Drums, tympani and cymbals had
impressive immediacy and sustain, with
skin reverberation and shimmer on symbols accurately portrayed. I found the
247’s only missed on the deepest notes
and most impactful parts, which is understandable given their modest stature. On
another track, “Minuano” the drum strikes
were tight and precise and castanets were
very realistic sounding.
I should mention that during my listening sessions, I experimented with the included bass control / port bung plugs in
the upper rear ports. With the plugs out,
bass sounded fuller and somewhat deeper
but was less cohesive and the pace and
tightness of bass notes were compromised. Hence, for all my critical listening, I kept the plugs in, with the speakers
placed about 20 inches from the back wall.
In addition, I did try the aforementioned
ELAC Jet Dispersion Control (JET DC), a
pair of bagel shaped foam rings. Mounted
around the circumference of the tweeters
using the provided clips, they slightly but
noticeably tamed upper treble frequencies
at the expense of some airiness, shimmer
and liveliness. I’m sure they could benet
those with smaller and/or overly reactive
rooms but I found they took some of the
magic away, so I returned them to their
packaging.
Without question, the most distinctive attribute of the FS 247’s is the JET
III tweeter. The JET III sounds unique
in comparison to traditional fabric / aluminum dome tweeters being more akin
to what I’ve come to expect from exotic
beryllium designs. The tweeter presents
high-frequencies with great extension but
also in an extremely smooth and natural
manner. The JET III has a wonderful vivacity and buoyancy that I’d further characterize as velvety and wispy. Dispersion
is exceptional, allowing centre anking
seating positions to sound just as good
as dead centre, while lling the room in a
natural manner. I did nd that there was
a little less of that perfect locked-in centre

focus that some speakers provide but this
I’d say is a small sacrice, given the benets. Completing this package are the very
nicely matched mid-bass drivers that provide the agility needed to homogenously
blend with the superb tweeter.
Overall, these Dobermans didn’t have
the harsh bark that you sometimes nd in
lesser designs but rather the Elac FS 247’s
showed themselves with poise, like pedigrees of their breed. If I had to characterize them in one sentence, I’d say that they
are detailed and nimble truth-tellers that
are well behaved and mannered. They are
not the last word in lower midrange body,
low bass extension or high impact nor
would you ever describe them as full-bodied and forgiving but if you favour accuracy, transparency and transient response,
delivered with lifelike nesse then the FS
247’s should be at the top of your list for
an audition.

quickinfo
ELAC
www.elac.com
Distributed in Canada by
ELAC Audio North America
www.elacaudio.com
(604) 542-0904
ELAC FS 247 Loudspeakers
Price: $3,450 CAD
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ModWright Instruments KWA 150 Signature Edition Amplier
Phil Gold
ModWright Instruments may not be a familiar name to you. If it is, you may know
the company for its custom work in improving the sound of various popular CD
and video players. But quietly this twelve
year old company, under its founder Dan
Wright, has introduced a range of products, starting with tube preampliers, then
power ampliers (silicon based) and most
recently a powerful integrated amp.
We are taking a look today at the most
expensive amp in the range, the new
Signature Edition of the powerful KWA
150 power amp (originally introduced in
2009). It is available in two ways, either
as a factory upgrade to the standard KWA
150 or as a new model in its own right, the
KWA 150 Signature Edition (SE). You
can specify silver or black nish. Either
way you’re going to need a very strong
shelf and plenty of room – this thing’s a
bruiser, around 37 kilos of muscle. It’s
also a looker, with the ModWright name
superbly sculpted into the top panel and
into the large front mounted on-off switch,
the focus of a beautifully nished chassis.
For an amp of this price ($9,000) and this
size (43 cm x 43 cm x 22 cm) the maximum quoted output power of 150 watts
per channel into 8 ohms may seem modest, but there’s more to an amp than rated
power, just as horsepower alone doesn’t
tell the full story in a sports car. Just as
peak torque is an equally important measure for engines, peak current delivery is a
key measure of an amp, and the KWA 150
SE has this in spades. As a result, it’s well
suited to driving a huge range of speakers that might cause some other powerful
amps to struggle. In fact this amp almost
doubles its output into 4 ohms, and if you
use one amp per channel in bridged mode
then the peak output climbs to 450 into 8
ohms or 650 wpc into 4 ohms. That’s a lot
of grunt.
ModWright is a company that eats its own
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dogfood, by which I mean that it actually of a low impedance, a heavy current draw,
manufactures the all-important capacitors a low efciency rating or some combinathat provide the huge reserves of power tion. You’ve heard a system somewhere
to meet massive transient peaks. That’s else that tells you how good things can be,
the equivalent of a speaker manufacturer but despite paying a lot for your current
building its own drivers, and gives an in- setup, you’re not there yet.
dication of how serious and knowledgeYou’re a head banger. You don’t believe
able these guys are. This revised capacitor high resolution sources (Vinyl, SACD,
bank is in fact the most signicant change 192/24) are noticeably better than Redbook
as you move from the standard KWA 150 CD. You want to impress your neighbours
to the Special Edition. Instead of 4 large with brand names like Mark Levinson and
capacitors per channel we now have 16 Krell. You spend less on your front end
smaller devices, resulting in better speed, than you do on your power amp and your
transparency and detail. Other changes in- music collection is concentrated around
clude a better specied transformer on the one or two musical genres, mostly involvbalanced inputs, upgraded Cardas internal ing amplied instruments.
wiring and a revised input section to proAt rst, you may think something is
vide a lower noise oor and reduced levels wrong. You turn the amp on by pressing
of distortion.
the giant centrally mounted logo and blue
I guess I’ve been watching too many lights start ashing immediately. This is
episodes of Criminal Minds. If I can play just to warn you that it’s not ready yet – a
proler for a moment, I’d say you are very soft start feature that mutes the output for
serious about music, and you’ve tried a close to 60 seconds while the amp settles
number of different amps that have left down. Even then you should not expect
you feeling something was missing. Per- optimum performance until it has become
haps you nd the listening fatiguing after thoroughly warm. That may take an hour
an extended period. You have a large and or so, and warm means close to body temvaried music collection and the speakers perature on the heat-sinks. This is in the
you are using pose something of a dif- recommended high bias mode, selected
cult load to an amplier, either in terms by a rear mounted toggle switch. You
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may choose to keep the amp on at
all times as I do to eliminate this
warm up period. If you are worried about your electricity bill, and
who isn’t these days, toggle to low
bias when you are not listening for
a while. On/off and high/low bias
are the only controls you will ever
adjust. There are also a couple of
set and forget switches on the back
panel - one to switch between a
stereo amp and a bridged mono
amp, the other to lift the ground if
you can hear a hum.
I put the amp through its paces with
the most transparent and revealing components I could get my hands on – EMM
Labs XDS1 SACD player, EMM Labs
Pre2 preamplier and YG Carmel speakers all connected up with Nordost Valhalla
cabling.
So what are the sound characteristics of
this heavyweight? It’s hard to say, since it
appears to add nothing of its own to the
sound and takes very little away. It boasts
lightning reexes, enormous dynamic
range, a silent background, vanishingly
low distortion levels and a rich palette.
Now these characteristics are an absolute requirement at this price, but there’s
more. It does an astonishingly good job
in two areas not every high priced amp
can cover. Firstly, imaging is simply wonderful, every instrument rmly in place,
which makes it so much easier to make
sense of really complex music. Secondly,
the quality of the sound, its speed, denition, colour and power is fully maintained
right across the frequency spectrum, from
the deepest bass to the highest notes. Now
that is something to write home about.
The better the partnering equipment, the
more important these last two qualities
will prove, since they are often lacking in
all but the very best CD players, preamps,
speakers and cables.
One particular aspect of the sound deserves to be singled out. The treble is very
detailed and extended, and this can often
lead to listener fatigue, particularly with
an overly bright or gritty tweeter. Many
amps shade down the high frequencies
for a less objectionable sound with typical speakers, offering a smooth rounded
sound similar to some tube amps. That is
not the case here. The high end is crystal
clear and full of air but without any hard
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edge to it. Paired with the superb tweeter
in the YG Carmel we get a really lifelike
top end, shimmering cymbals and extended harmonics on the wind instruments and
voices, but not a hint of brightness. It just
strikes you as open and natural, like ne
acoustic music in a great hall.
It’s all about nesse, instrumental colour
and holographic imaging. The ModWright
exercises supreme control over wayward
speakers, digs into the nest detail and is
spectacularly even handed at all frequencies and decibels. It’s also an unforgiving
amp. I wouldn’t go so far as to say brutally honest, but if your system includes a
source or a preamp which produces colourations, you’re going to hear them amplied and reproduced with great clarity. So
partner this amp with components of an
equally high order right through the listening chain.
I threw many different types of music,
from acoustic jazz to hard rock and opera
to Leonard Cohen’s latest offering Old
Ideas. It feels equally at home at all times,
capable of immense power in Shostakovich’s Tenth Symphony (Naxos) and delicate detail in Blackbird as the occasion
demands. It’s a pleasure to nd a power
amp equally at home at both extremes of
the decibel range but it’s the same dynamic qualities, the ability to throw a deep stable image and the high levels of resolution
and phase accuracy that make both extremes shine. If there is a weakness, other
than the small matter of the deep pockets
required, it’ll need more rened ears than
mine to identify it.
This is a combo that just gets out of the
way of the music, which simply pours
through from disc to ear without impediment in the test setup. This power amp is
easily the least expensive component in
the room, yet it is also a perfect match to

its distinguished partners. I also
tried a variety of other speakers, some much more difcult to
drive, and the amp never put a
foot wrong with any of them - it
sure plays well with others.
The KWA 150SE is massively
built and contains components
of the highest quality and reliability in a conguration that will
never stress them to the limit.
That enables ModWright to slap
a ve year warranty on the box.
If something ever does go wrong,
you can rely on the good people at ModWright’s Canadian distributor Tri-Cell to
take good care of you.
Normally, you might never see a power
amp, in which case it can be plain ugly.
As long as there’s adequate ventilation
you can just hide it somewhere at the back.
But this particular one is so large it’s likely
going to show. Fortunately ModWright
lavished as much attention on the exterior
as they have on the interior and it looks
good at centre stage.
You have to hand it to a company that can
establish such a serious reputation in so
short a time. ModWright’s tube based preamps have set new standards at their price
points, and the range of four power amps
has created quite a buzz in an industry
where many are struggling. Dan Wright’s
extensive knowledge of circuit topology
and individual components, honed by the
business of upgrading other companies’
products and the development of the KWA
150, KWA 100 and KWA 100SE amps has
culminated in this very ne achievement
- an amplier which even at its elevated
asking price represents a ne audio investment.

quickinfo
ModWright Instruments
www.modwright.com
Distributed in Canada by Tri-Cell
Enterprises, www.tri-cell.ca
1-800-263-8151
ModWright Instruments KWA
150 Signature Edition Amplier
Price: $9,000 CAD
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Vienna Acoustics Mozart Grand Symphony Edition Speakers
Phil Gold
What’s a spider cone? It’s an important
question, because it’s the principal upgrade in the new Symphony Edition of the
Mozart Grand speakers ($3,500US) from
Austria’s Vienna Acoustics. The Mozart
Grand has two 6 inch drivers, both clear
X3P designs, while the upgrade replaces
the lower of these with the new spider
cone. According to the company’s Patrick
Butler:
“The Spider Cone design dramatically
increases rigidity while maintaining an
optimal balance between low moving mass,
rigidity and inner damping. The Spider
Cone was rst designed for the original
Beethoven Classic in 1996 as a solution
to the problem of not being able to nd the
right bass driver. A series of radial and
axial reinforcement ribs were added to
our X3P cones with the design assistance
of Finite Element Analysis. The net result
is a lower noise-oor, improved dynamics
and lower bass extension over the older
Mozart Grand model. Additionally, the
crossover is optimized to take advantage
of the capabilities of the Spider Cone bass
driver, which resulted in greater midrange
clarity. There are also some minor changes in damping used inside of the cabinet.
All for a $500 price premium over the outgoing Mozart Grand.”
Let’s look at the picture (below).
Let’s take a
step back. Who
are
Vienna
Acoustics, and
where
does
the
Mozart
Grand
Symphony Edition
t in their offerings? I rst
came across
their speakers
at CES 2004 at
the Sumiko display in the Las Vegas Convention Center. The speakers were beauti-
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fully nished but of conventional design,
in contrast to the Sonus Faber speakers
also represented by Sumiko. Then one
year the remarkable Vienna Acoustics
“Music” speaker, the rst in their Klimt
series, made its debut and suddenly everyone was paying attention. Strikingly
modern in design with its unusual drivers
on prominent display, the sound quality
was equally impressive. The spider cone
technology was taken to a new level in the
NAVI bass drivers and has surfaced now
in the Concert Grand line. Klimt speakers
are beyond the budgets of most music lovers, but it is good to see such high tech
solutions trickling down to the more affordable part of the product range. Spider
cones and regular X3P cones are cast in
Austria and then sent to SEAS to build up
into drivers.
From day one, Peter Gansterer has been
the mastermind behind this operation.
Vienna Acoustics’s rst speakers were
shown in 1989, while the original design
work for the Mozart speakers dates back
to 1993. Today the company offers three
distinct ranges of speakers: the Klimt
Series, the Concert Grand Series and the
Schönberg Series.
So we see a wide range of speakers. What
distinguishes this company from all others
is the perfection of the cabinet work, which
is executed by a furniture manufacturer in
nearby Italy. No cheap thin veneers here.
Vienna Acoustics species furniture grade
materials and hand nishing using special techniques, and employs seven layers
of varnish. The members of the Concert
Grand Series all feature carefully curved
narrow bafes to minimize early refection
and edge diffraction. Very strict quality
control standards are imposed all the way
along the line, and each speaker’s crossover is selected to create a close acoustic
match to the reference speaker of each
design, accommodating small differences
in measured tweeter performance. Consistency - it’s what made McDonalds so
successful. It may not be the world’s best

hamburger
but it’s always going
to taste the
same. Small
d i ff e r e n c e s
between two
speakers can
impair
the
imaging so
the very tight
tolerances
imposed here
are designed
to guarantee
you get what
you’re paying for, and
ensure that
reliability is
going to be
high.
The Mozart
Grand
SE
stands
97.2cm tall,
34.3cm deep
but a mere
21.6cm wide (with spike assembly) and
sits on a black metal frame with four adjustable spikes to couple it rmly to the
oor. A Scan Speak silk dome tweeter (exclusive to Vienna Acoustics) sits near the
top of the thick front bafe. If you have
small children or pets you’ll probably
want to keep the protective grills in place,
because this excellent tweeter has many
ne qualities but resilience to nger pokes
is not one of them. Immediately below the
tweeter sits the rst of the two main drivers, exclusive to Vienna Acoustics, and
featuring a transparent cone made of X3P
material. X3P combines thermoplastic
TPX with 3 polypropylene based synthetics to achieve maximum inner damping,
ultra-low mass and precise control over
cone density and rigidity. Working from a
single pair of high quality gold and silver
alloy coated binding posts and high qual-
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ity twisted pair solid copper conductors, a question of squeezing a quart out of pint
2.5 way crossover feeds the full bass/mid- pot. You can do it, in terms of bass rerange signal to the middle driver while the sponse, by leveraging the characteristics
lower driver concentrates on the lower of reex porting to enhance the output of
frequencies only. In the earlier version of relatively small woofers, but there’s no
this speaker the lower driver was identi- free lunch. The volume and bandwidth of
cal in construction to its partner but in the the bass performance may meet your obSymphony Edition the lower driver is the jectives, but the level of control and the
new spider cone design. Still made from deep bass sonority itself takes a beating,
X3P but with important gains in rigidity it noticeable mostly in fast moving orchesis able to dig deeper in the bass at reduced tral passages.
levels of distortion.
The Pavel Haas Quartet’s recording
With its ne woodwork and slim design of Dvorak String Quartets [Supraphon
the Mozart Grand SE in Cherry nish SU40382] won a lot of accolades last year,
looked great in my listening room. Even including Gramophone’s “Chamber Remy wife approved, and that doesn’t hap- cording of the Year”, and it simply leaps
pen every day. Being a dual-ported design, from the Mozart Grand full of energy and
it is naturally quite fussy about position- passion. The imaging is excellent, the
ing. Patrick, who delivered the speakers string tone rich and warm, while the dyto me, also spent an hour or more making namics are if anything a bit over the top,
ne adjustments until he found the opti- although you cannot blame the speakers
mal spot and angle for each speaker, and for that.
your Vienna Acoustics dealer will (I hope) I’m crazy about the sound of the Beatles
do the same for you if you are unwilling to “Love” album [EMIDA 79810] and nd it
take the time to experiment. Once in place a great disc for bringing out the strengths
the powerful bass locked in and the wide and weaknesses of the various compodispersion characteristics of the tweeter nents passing through. In this case I noted
in particular means you do not need to some sibilance in the vocals on the openconstrain yourself to a narrow sweet spot. ing track and the bird calls fall lower in
With some speakers it’s the other way the mix than with the reference YG Cararound - it may matter less where you put mel speakers, but the imaging is solid and
them but once in place, there’s just a two three dimensional. At a small fraction of
foot range best suited for listening. Well the price, you wouldn’t expect the same
in my house, people move around and level of detail retrieval. The voices are
speakers stay still so the Mozart exhibits less than ideally distinct but the sound is
the right imaging characteristics!
dynamic, musical and low in distortion.
I mentioned that the bass was powerful “Blackbird” is excellent – full in tone and
and along with that, the image stable and quick footed. Paul’s singing of “Yesterday”
spacious. Now it was time for some seri- is slightly shut in but ideally warm and
ous listening. I used a variety of amps and clear. “While My Guitar Gently Weeps”
sources to partner with the speakers, but fully resolves the guitar line but while the
the speaker cables, like all the cables in the cello is rich it loses some volume and clarsystem were Nordost Valhalla throughout. ity in the deep bass.
From a speaker called the Mozart Grand I’ve just bought a new SACD recording of
Symphony Edition I was expecting it to Bartok’s “Concerto for Orchestra” which
sound at its best in large scale material. is in the demonstration class on all counts
That was not what I found. It performed [Hungariton HSACD 32187]. Some of the
well enough in the big orchestral works bite and tension in the upper strings is sacbut I found it reached its limits of resolu- riced here for a smooth treble presentation in the climactic moments and didn’t tion and the winds lack their full blown
display the nimbleness in the deep bass harmonics, both symptoms of a shy top
that its big brothers in the Klimt series of- end, but the midrange is very strong above
fer. But switch to chamber music or jazz a tuneful but slightly recessed bass. By
and it’s a different story. It’s quite at home contrast the superb 1957 mono recording
with Miles Davis, a perfect match for Ray of Coleman Hawkins “The Hawk Flies
Charles and entirely convincing in the High” [Mobile Fidelity UDSACD2030]
Beethoven String Quartets. It’s partly a is much more comfortable ground for the
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Mozart Grand SE. Lots of low bass energy
and a delicious rasp from the sax coupled
with a slight step down in the level of the
brushwork suit the recording well. The
trumpet is very clear and concise with
excellent colour while JJ Johnson’s trombone is deliciously well captured. There is
a tremendous drive here and the rhythms
dance along in a spritely fashion. Oscar
Pettiford’s bass is particularly nimble although somewhat lacking in the deep fundamentals. Each instrument is presented
clearly within a coherent whole. This is
almost an ideal rendition and difcult to
match in this price range.
Equally good is the complex track “Diamonds and Rust” from Joan Baez [Vanguard VCD3 125/7] who performed this
again on her recent trip to Toronto. Reduced somewhat in level at both frequency extremes, the essence and impact of
the music is well preserved and the track
sounds delicious and infectiously musical.
The strong imaging abilities of the Mozart
Grand help sort out all the ne layers of
detail here and elsewhere on this disc.
I enjoyed my time with this speaker. As
long as you don’t push it out of its comfort
zone by throwing Mahler’s “Symphony of
a Thousand” at it, you will be rewarded
with a fully eshed out soundstage, competitive levels of resolution, a surprisingly
full if not fully sorted bass, a sweet and
slightly recessed treble in a beautifully
put together chassis that will give credit
to any living room. It’s fairly efcient and
will match a wide range of ampliers. I
nd it well priced and worthy of extended
audition for the serious listener looking
for the truth in music rather than a brilliant HiFi sound designed to impress the
neighbours.
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751BD 3D Blu-ray Universal Player
The Azur 751BD, designed and
engineered with passion in the UK

Introducing the best sounding
3D Blu-ray player yet!
First, a high-end Blu-ray player using the latest Marvel upscaler, which
delivers jaw-dropping 1080P video.
Second, thanks to the Anagram Technology Q5–24 bit/192khz up-sampler,
as found on Cambridge Audio’s flagship CD players, you get state-of-the-art
playback of your CD’s.
Third, with the supplied wireless dongle, you can stream your entire music
library from your network directly to the Anagram Technology up-sampler.
The result is high-resolution music without a single cable!
At last, a player that deserves to be the centerpiece of any home system.

To locate your nearest dealer, read the latest reviews and more,
visit www.cambridge-audio.com
Distributed by USA: Audio Plus Services - 800.663.9352 Canada: Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866 271 5689

WI-FI Enabled
Experience BD Prole
2.0 (BD-Live and
BonusView) and other
interactive features.

